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Abstract 
A three-dimensional model is presented and used to reproduce the laboratory hydraulic fracturing test performed 
on a thick-walled hollow cylinder limestone sample. This work aims to investigate the implications of the fluid 
flow on the behaviour of the micro structure of the rock sample, including the material strength, its elastic 
constants and the initialisation and propagation of fractures. The replication of the laboratory test conditions has 
been performed based on the coupled Discrete Element Method and Computational Fluid Dynamics scheme. 
The numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental data, both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
The developed model closely validates the overall behaviour of the laboratory sample, providing a realistic 
RYHUYLHZRIWKHFUDFNLQJSURSDJDWLRQWRZDUGVWRWDOFROODSVHDVZHOODVFRPSO\LQJZLWK/DPH¶VWKHRU\IRUWKLFN
walled cylinders. This research aims to provide some insight into designing an accurate DEM model of a 
fracturing rock that can be used to predict its geo-mechanical behaviour during Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) 
applications. 
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1 Introduction 
There is a clear relationship between the increase of CO2 and human activities (Mikkelsen et al. 2010; IPCC 
2007b, a). Industrialization contributes greatly to the rise of greenhouse gas emissions and carbon capture and 
storage technology plays an essential role as part of the mitigation plan for the reduction of CO2 levels in the 
atmosphere. Storage of CO2 within deep geological formations is a very promising option and the technology 
has been used successfully for decades in major projects, such as in flow metering in the US and in the oil and 
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gas industry (Jin 2012). However, underground conditions constitute a field of multiple variables which still 
remain to be extensively investigated. 
Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) is regarded as one of the effective schemes for a low-carbon energy future, as it 
can inject CO2 underground and extract more oil from hydrocarbon reservoirs at the same time (Blunt et al. 
1993; Parker et al. 2009; Jin 2012). However the whole process requires a considerable pressure in order to 
introduce liquefied CO2 underground, thus causing redistribution of the in-situ effective stresses within the 
reservoir. Although in EOR fracturing of the oil reservoir is desirable, such stress changes may induce 
irreversibility to the rock strata, thus causing possible reactivation of the existing faults leading to possible 
leakage of CO2(IEAGHG 2011b; Wilkins and Naruk 2007). Therefore valid estimates of the mechanical 
behaviour of the rock material under intense injection conditions are crucial to the efficient planning and 
operation of petroleum reservoirs. 
Extended research has been performed to investigate the wellbore instability for hard and low porosity 
sedimentary rocks (Zhang et al. 1999; Jaeger et al. 2009), as well as permeability changes of rocks with the in-
situ stress changes (Holt 1990; Bachu and Bennion 2008; Bouteca. M. J. 2000; Bruno 1994; Bryant et al. 1993; 
Ferfera et al. 1997). Furthermore mathematical solutions and experimental models have been developed to look 
into the critical mechanical parameters, such as the stress envelope and crack network, or the way that these are 
influenced by the induced stress regime (Aminuddin N. J. 2011; Ziqiong Z. 1989; Eslami J. 2010; Hanson et al. 
1980). However, while there are some studies dealing with modelling and simulation of rocks in the micro-scale 
(Gil 2005; Tomiczek 2003; Akram 2009; Potyondy 2004; Li 2001; Funatsu 2007; Kenneth et al. 2013; Martinez 
2012) the complex interplay between the micro-properties of a virtual sample and their corresponding effect on 
WKHPDWHULDO¶VEHKDYLRXUGXULQJWKHFDOLEUDWLRQSURFHGXUHprovides a general guidance at best. Part of this study 
deals with the adopted methods and even though the description of the way values of the calibration procedure 
was obtained is given in summary, it may serve as future reference for other researchers. 
The DEM (Discrete Element Method) approach was utilised to simulate the behaviour of granular materials 
such as sandstone and limestone, with discontinuities such as joints, fractures, and/or faults and the fluid-solid 
interactions among them  (Potyondy 2004; Walton 1987; Chang 1987). The Lattice-Boltzmann method of 
computing fluid flow solves the discretised form of the Boltzmann equation which is based on the Navier-
Stokes equation (Chen 1998). Other methods of computing fluid flow include Direct Numerical Simulation 
(DNS) (Dong 2007; Moin 1998) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The need to provide linkages 
between co-existing fluid and solid phases necessitates a coupling of these techniques with the modelling of 
solid mechanics such as DEM. The Lattice-Boltzmann and DEM coupling is illustrated in (Boutt 2007), while 
approaches that incorporate CFD with DEM are presented (Xu and Yu 1997; Tsuji et al. 1993). Most of these 
coupling schemes are applied to granular or un-cohesive materials and in cases where the domain is dominated 
by fluid phases. Therefore, phenomena such as the deformation of the solid material and fracturing are not 
captured due to either the limitation of the coupling technique or the delineation of study. This study also deals 
with the fluid-solid interaction incorporating the DEM technique and the PFC3D computer package developed 
by Itasca (Itasca-Consulting-Group 2008a) and an extension of its applicability via the modelling of hollow-
cylinder laboratory tests. Applications of this sort, where direct numerical and experimental comparisons were 
carried out, are still lacking. 
In the PFC3D model, the particles are connected by parallel bonds replicating the cementation between grains in 
actual rocks. The macroscopic behaviour of the material is derived from statistical assumption of the 
interactions between the particles of the assembly used to represent the rock sample. Hence large particle 
numbers will provide more accurate results. However the simulation time was a key limitation, given the 
available computer processing power. At the moment, computer packages using DEM to study rock micro-
parameters are restricted to about 5×105 spherical particles for high powered desktop computing. 
 
2 Hydraulic fracturing experiment 
Laboratory fracturing experiments are often used to monitor the deterioration and disintegration of rocks under 
prescribed and controlled simulated sub-surface reservoir conditions. As part of this experimental investigation, 
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a number of tests were conducted on a series of synthetic and natural rock samples subjected to differing 
operating and boundary conditions. Artificial samples were created to imitate soft permeable rocks that are low 
in strength (bonded glass bead materials), while the natural samples consisted of limestone. The early and non-
progressive collapse, meaning the sudden disintegration of the synthetic samples during the initial stages of fluid 
flow, illustrates the combined effects of permeability and strength on the failure mode. This phenomenon is not 
observed in the limestone samples which are less permeable but have a higher strength. Observed occurrences of 
pressure build-up, deformation and fracturing during the tests show the role of an operating well and reservoir 
conditions as well as the physical and mechanical properties of materials on mechanisms that result in collapse 
failure and the mode of application of injected water inside the sample.  
To determine the mechanical behaviour of natural rock under prescribed fluid flow conditions, a set of tests was 
conducted on a cylindrical limestone sample (37.8mm diameter and 100mm height) which was drilled along its 
axis to create a cylindrical cavity. The test was performed on a specimen with a cylindrical cavity of 21.5mm 
sourced from Tadcaster, North Yorkshire, U.K. An initial pressure differential was established between the 
outside of the specimen and the hollow centre, which was kept at zero pressure. The outer boundary fluid 
pressure was then gradually increased until failure. The laboratory equipment for the fracturing test included a 
permeameter combined with a CT scanner and hydraulic hand pumps in order to drive and regulate the injection 
fluid at the prescribed pressure through the specimen cavity and around the circumference of the specimen. A 
set of computers to monitor and control test operations as well as to process the scan images were also included.  
Fracture initiation was observed to occur after about 8000sec and the eventual collapse of the cavity wall 
occurred at 5056 Psi (35MPa) followed by a rapid drop in the circumferential pressure to 29 Psi (Fig. 1). The 
initial state of the specimen and the progressive fracturing and collapse is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 1 Fluid pressure differential between the hollow core and the outer surface of the slice, versus time. 
Maximum fluid pressure differential 35MPa. 
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                                                     (a)                                                                                 (b)                                                               
   
                                                                                                 (c)                                                                                     
Fig. 2 Scan image of the large cavity limestone specimen inside the test-tube (a) in the initial state (red), and 
(b), (c) in various stages of the collapse of the cavity wall. 
 
 
The hydraulic fracturing experiments were performed on a variety of synthetic and natural rock samples and 
they illustrate a fracturing and failure behaviour that is predominantly influenced by the material mechanical and 
physical properties, boundary conditions, as well as the mode of application of the injection fluids. It was 
observed that for soft rocks, i.e. highly permeable, it is generally difficult to attain a significant pressure build-
up and the inward collapse of the cavity, combined with a severe deformation of the material within the outer 
radius of the sample is imminent, occurring irrespective of the existence of a pressure gradient developed 
between the outer surface and the inner hollow core, where the minimum pressure occurs at the inner hollow 
core. When the material strength and stiffness is increased, the maximum allowable build-up fluid pressure also 
increases. In this case, the integrity of the outer surface of the sample is more likely to be maintained and the 
process of failure at the cavity is such that there is an initial expansion prior to the collapse of the cavity. More 
specifically, regarding the limestone sample, the size of the cavity plays a major role which means that larger 
size cavities appear to be considerably less stable than smaller ones. In any case, sample failure occurs at 
pressures close to the reported compressive strength of the material. Furthermore, in the cases where externally 
applied stresses are negligible, initiation and propagation of fractures will always occur perpendicular to the axis 
of the cavity. 
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3 Simulated experiment 
3.1 Determination of micro-parameters and sample calibration 
This test is built upon the Uniaxial and the Brazilian procedures using the 3D version of PFC. A rectangular 
model is used to replicate the limestone rock sample tested in the Laboratory of the University of Leeds as 
previously discussed. The aim of the test is to calibrate the PFC model by matching its maximum Uniaxial 
Compressive Strength (UCS), tensile strength and elastic properties <RXQJ¶VPRGXOXV(DQG3RLVVRQ¶VUDWLRY 
with the ones of the laboratory sample obtained from literature. The calibration process includes a series of 
simulated Uniaxial and Brazilian tests in order to investigate and identify the micro-parameters critical to the 
overall mechanical behaviour of the numerical model. 
The DEM method used in this work to represent the solid body of the real rock and its short-term behaviour, 
was based on the characterization of the virtual specimen in terms of parameters in the micro-scale (Itasca-
Consulting-Group 2008c). More specifically the properties of UCS/tensile strength and elastic constants are 
macroscopic properties and they cannot be directly described in a DEM model, thus a micro-property process 
had to be set. This involved the relation between the deformability and strength of WKH DVVHPEO\ <RXQJ¶V
modulusDQJOHRI IULFWLRQ3RLVVRQ¶VUDWLRDQGVWUHQJWK IRUSDUWLFOHVDQGERQGVDV VKRZQLQ7DEOH to their 
equivalent set of macro-responses.  
During each Uniaxial test the specimen was axially compressed by two walls acting as loading platens (Fig.3), 
whereas the sample was compressed laterally during the Brazilian test (Fig.5). The results obtained were 
monitored and recorded by three different measurement schemes: specimen-based, wall-based (corrected) and 
measurement circle-based. The basic difference between the first two schemes is that the specimen-based results 
are based solely on the observed total stresses and strains applied on the confining walls, whereas in the second 
case the results are derived from measurements at each ball-wall contact point, where the effect of possible ball-
wall overlap has been removed. Finally, the measurement of the circle-based quantities are derived from three 
measurement circles located in the upper, central and lower portions of the specimen and provide a more 
uniform averaged response over the entire specimen surface thus were chosen as the best measurement 
technique for this work. 
 
3.1.1 Uniaxial test with PFC3D 
In the simulated Uniaxial test a rectangular specimen of dimensions 37.8×37.8×100mm (Fig. 3) was generated 
by a standard sample genesis procedure, were the synthetic material consisting of particles and cementation 
(parallel bonds) is produced in a vessel. The vessel consists of frictionless walls in the X, Y and Z directions 
forming an isotropic and well-connected virtual assembly. Next the lateral walls were removed and before 
enabling the movement of the top and bottom platens, the assembly was cycled in order to absorb any residual 
forces that the lateral walls were acting on the sample (Fig.3-left). The top and bottom walls were used as the 
loading platens and assigned a constant speed before initiating the test (Fig.3-right). In order to represent the real 
environment of an underground rock sample more realistically, the specimen is initially compressed before the 
test begins at Pc=0.1MPa pressure. The loading platens are considered frictionless and with stiffness much 
KLJKHUWKDQWKHSDUWLFOHV¶DYHUDJHRQH)XUWKHUPRUHWKHORDGLQJUDWHhad to be slow enough so that the sample 
would remain in a pseudo-static state during the entire test. Thus, the velocity was applied gradually reaching its 
final value in multiple steps so that the developing acceleration will not produce large inertial forces which in 
turn could cause damage.  
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Fig. 3 Schematic of the virtual limestone assembly during the standard genesis procedure (left). In Uniaxial 
test the sample is loaded by platens moving towards each other at constant speed (right).  
 
Due to lack of appropriate documentation regarding the properties of the laboratory limestone sample, it was 
considered necessary to obtain the relevant properties from literature. The UCS, tensile strength and the elastic 
constants of a real limestone sample from existing literature are summarised in Table 1. The laboratory 
limestone sample was a moderately weak one, thus a maximum UCS strength near the lower part of the strength 
range reported in literature was sought after for the simulation model. 
 
Table 1 Typical geo-mechanical properties of limestone, according to the literature(University-of-Stanford ; 
Knill 1970; Hallsworth 1999) 
Limestone parameters 
UCS strength q = 30-250MPa 
Tensile strength ıĲ = 5-25MPa 
<RXQJ¶VPRGXOXV E = 15-55GPa 
3RLVVRQ¶VUDWLR v = 0.18-0.33 
Grain size 0.6-2.0mm 
Density  2500-2700kg/cm3 
Porosity 5-30% 
,QLWLDOO\ERWKWKH<RXQJ¶VPRGXOXVRIthe particles and bonds were set to 40GPa, according to the conclusions of 
Akram and Sharrock (Akram 2009). Depending on their findings, WKH<RXQJ¶V PRGXOXVRI WKHSDUWLFOHV LV LQ
JRRGDJUHHPHQWZLWKWKH<RXQJ¶VPRGXOXVRIWKHERQGV, as long as the stiffness ratio is about 1.0. Even though 
the referring sample was sandstone, it appears to be appropriate to use this finding in the case of limestone. This 
is because the two types of rocks are similar and the ratio of the normal and shear stiffnesses was also 1.0. A 
few trials indicated that the aforementioned micro-parameters should change taking the final value of the 
<RXQJ¶V PRGXOXV RI WKH SDUWLFOHV VKRXOG EH ܧ஼=30GPa, ZKHUHDV WKH <RXQJ¶V PRGXOXV RI WKH SDUDOOHO ERQGV
should be ܧ஼=20GPa, lying within the broad range 15-55GPa (Table 1). Although there is no guideline 
concerning the required isotropic stress of the material and the literature does not shed any light regarding a 
typical value for limestone, the general rule of one-tenth of the target UCS strength of the material was 
employed. The required isotropic stress is the average of the direct stresses, given by: 
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 ߪ݋ ൌ ߪത݇݇ߣ ǡ ߣ ൌ  ? (1) 
It is used in order to reduce possible unbalanced forces and locked-in stresses (tensile and compressive) during 
the generation process and provide better internal equilibrium to the assembly. Thus in this case it was set to be 
one tenth less than the desired Uniaxial maximum strength. Next, the Poisson ratio was set by defining the ratio 
of the shear to the normal contact stiffness for both the particles and bonds. A few iterations were carried out in 
order to match these micro-properties with the corresponding elastic constants of the material. Once the elastic 
constants had been matched, the maximum strength of bonds was set near a low desired value within the range 
30-250MPa. A large number of trials had to be executed in order to finally match and reproduce the relevant 
behaviour of a limestone rock. Table 2 demonstrates the complete set of input data used for the Uniaxial test. 
 
Table 2 PFC micro-parameters used for the Uniaxial simulated test on the limestone model 
 
 
 
Micro-parameters that 
define the sample 
Sample height (mm) 100 
Sample diameter (mm) 37.8 
Sample porosity (%) 15 
Initial friction of balls 5.5° 
Gravity (m/s2) 9.81 
 
 
Micro-parameters that 
define the particles 
Ball radius (mm) 0.85 
Ball density (kg/m3) 2600 
<RXQJ¶VPRGXOXV*3D 30 
Ball stiffness ratio 1.0 
Required isotropic stress (MPa) 0.4 
 
 
Micro-parameters that 
define parallel bonds 
Radius multiplier  1.0 
<RXQJ¶VPRGXOXV*3D 20 
Normal/Shear stiffness ratio (Pa/m) 1.4 
Normal strength (MPa) 30 
Std. deviation of normal strength 30ൈ104 
Shear strength (MPa) 30 
Std. deviation of shear strength 30ൈ104 
 
The test was performed with a velocity of up=0.005m/s and the axial stress (ɐ஑) was continuously monitored 
rising to a maximum value and then decreasing as the sample fails. It was terminated when the current value of 
WKH VDPSOH¶V axial stress became less than 0.01 times the previously recorded maximum axial stress value 
(ȁߪ௔ȁ ൏ ߙ ൈ ȁߪ௔ȁ௠௔௫). Using this configuration, the sample showed the expected behaviour in terms of the 
stress-strain curve, Fig.4. 
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Fig. 4 PFC3D output of the stress versus strain for the limestone assembly used in the simulated Uniaxial test. 
 
Fig.4 clearly indicates that the stress-strain relationship is approximately linear, thus showing that the material is 
in its elastic regime, until it reaches the point of its ultimate axial strength (46MPa). Beyond that point, the 
material enters the plastic deformation regime, indicating irreversible damage. Table 3 highlights the results 
obtained from the Uniaxial test indicating that the material is weak in terms of both the UCS strength and its 
elastic constants. Further, WKH3RLVVRQ¶VUDWLRDQG WKH<RXQJ¶VPRGXOXVDUHZHOOZLWKLQ WKH reported range for 
limestone formations. 
Table 3 Uniaxial test results of the UCS strength and the elastic constants for the weak simulated limestone 
model. 
 
Uniaxial results (moderately weak sample) 
Elastic constants E=34GPa 
v=0.21 
UCS strength ı=46MPa 
 
 
3.1.2 Brazilian test with PFC 3D 
In the simulated Brazilian test the virtual specimen was a cylindrical disc with the same micro-properties 
obtained from the aforementioned rectangular specimen used in the Uniaxial test (Table 2). A well-connected 
assembly of uniform size particles was created with genesis procedure and the required stresses were applied so 
that the sample reached the target isotropic stress. The specimen then was trimmed into a cylindrical disc of 
50mm diameter and 30mm thickness, comprised of 12162 particles. The disc was in contact with the lateral 
walls in the X direction, whereas both the walls in the Y and Z directions were moved apart by a distance of 
0.05×height of initial rectangular assembly and 0.05×diameter of the disc. During the test the Y and Z walls had 
zero velocity whereas the X-lateral walls were moving towards each other using the same platen-loading logic 
described in the Uniaxial test Fig.(5).  
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Figure 5 Schematic of PFC Brazilian disc (Itasca-Consulting-Group 2008c). 
 
During the test the force (F) acting on the sample initiating by the movement of the X-lateral walls was 
calculated and the maximum value was recorded reaching a maximum value and then decreasing as the sample 
failed. The same termination criterion, as in the Uniaxial test, was used therefore the test was terminated when 
the current average force became smaller than 0.01times the previously recorded maximum force (ܨ ൏ ߙ ൈܨ௠௔௫). Fig.6 demonstrates the behaviour of the material until it reaches the ductile area and the point of its peak 
force 14KN. When a cylindrical sample is subjected in a compressive loading perpendicular to its axis and in a 
diametrical plane, it fails under tension (Wright 1955). The Brazilian tensile strength (6MPa) is calculated by 
 ߪ௧ ൌ ܨ௠௔௫ߨܴݐ஻ (1) 
Where ܨ௠௔௫is the peak force acting on the platens and ܴ and ݐ஻ are the radius and the thickness of the virtual 
disc respectively. 
This validates the values obtained from literature and the fact that rocks are extremely weak in tension putting 
their tensile strength in the range of order of one sixth to one tenth of the UCS strength. 
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Figure 6 Force acting on the platens of the Brazilian disc versus time. The sample fails under 14kN. 
                                
 
4  Hollow cylinder test 
Even though hollow cylinder tests are commonly used in studies pertaining to wellbore instability and sand 
production nonetheless, they are also used to investigate fracturing processes (Ewy 1988; Elkadi 2004; Enever 
2001; Ayob 2009). As the mode of fluid application is a major determinant of the rock material behaviour, the 
simulated hollow cylinder test replicates the laboratory fracture test exploring the stress regime and the 
propagation of cracks. The virtual model was cylindrical with dimensions of diameter 37.8mm, length 50mm 
and comprised 12840 particles of uniform size (Fig. 7). It is important to point out that although a PFC model in 
general demonstrates similar behaviour with that of a real rock, we do not correlate a PFC particle with a real 
rock grain. The virtual sample itself is a precise micro-structural assembly in its own right and should not be 
associated with the micro-structure of a rock (Itasca-Consulting-Group 2008c). The model has a hollow central 
region (pipe-like) with a diameter of 21.3mm, along the axis of the cylinder following the layout of the 
laboratory sample. 
During the laboratory experiment, the rock sample was placed inside a tube through which water was injected. 
The movement of the fluid through the body of the sample was activated by setting a pressure difference 
between the outer perimeter of the sample and its internal hollow core. The purpose of the hollow core was to 
allow the IOXLG¶VPRYHPHQWWKURXJKWKHSLSHWRPDNHWKHURFNIXOO\VDWXUDWHGNHHSLQJLWVLQWHUQDOSUHVVXUHFORVH
to zero, while the external pressure was gradually increased. This pressure difference forced the fluid to radially 
SHQHWUDWHWKHURFN¶VERG\WRZDUGVLWV core. 
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Figure 7 Schematic of the virtual limestone model with a hollow cylindrical core. 
 
The fluid-flow logic was used for this work as a function already developed by the Itasca Company (Itasca-
Consulting-Group 2008a). It can be considered as a two way couple as the fluid injection has altered the 
structure of the rock (in terms of fractures) and the fracturing also altered the path of the fluid flow. As the 
problem simulated in this paper is not diluted particle flow in a fluid, but instead, it is a densely pack medium 
with flow pass through it pores, the particle fluid rate has no significant impact on the model. 
Initially, a three-dimensional mesh (filter) which encapsulated the sample was created, thus allowing the 
discharge of water through it. The mesh that consists of 1-dimensional (line) walls specified at regular locations 
around the sample, has minor effect in terms of interaction with the particles. The purpose of the filter walls is 
mainly to provide basic support to the movement of the particle. The spacing between the line walls was set to 
be equal to the minimum ball radius of the sample. It is important that the filter is sufficiently dense to merely 
VXSSRUW WKH VDPSOHGXULQJ WKHIOXLG IORZEXWQRWVRGHQVHDV WR LQWHUIHUHZLWK WKHPRGHO¶VRYHUDOOEHKDYLRXU
Next, the fluid pressure boundary conditions had to be set. Due to software restrictions in terms of boundary 
conditions, a simplified but equivalent representation of the laboratory conditions had to be developed. More 
specifically, there is no way of defining a pressure boundary condition upon the fluid cells that do not reside at 
the edges of the fluid cell mesh therefore another equivalent concept had to be devised. An alternative approach 
to overcome this limitation in the PFC software was to use a rectangular slice of the assembly, instead of the 
whole cylindrical sample, applying the filter walls. The filer spacing was set equal to the particle radius of 
1.0mm in every direction (Fig.8).  
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Figure 8 The 3D mesh (filter) used to support the sample. Each side of the mesh consists of horizontal and 
vertical 1D walls. 
 
Moreover a fluid cell grid was also applied to the rectangular slice of the assembly covering the outer perimeter 
and the inner hollow core of the model, as illustrated in Fig.9. The whole assembly may be considered to consist 
of eight (8) of these slices. Since the actual laboratory experiment had radial symmetry (water flowing from the 
outside towards the inside in all directions along the z-x plane), it is valid to state that the flow through each 
slice should correspond to approximately 1/8th of the total flow through the complete assembly. The parameters 
defining the grid were its dimensions and the number of cells along each direction.  There are no guidelines of 
the JULG¶VSDUDPHWHrs other than in case of a porous medium the cells should have a size comparable to that of a 
few particles. This is due to the fact that porosity and permeability are calculated through each cell, thus the cell 
grid must be coarse. During this test 240 fluid cells were created, each with a cell size of 2.6×8.3×1.26mm. In 
the laboratory experiment, the sample was placed inside a tube where the fluid pressure was applied uniformly 
around the outer surface of the body of the rock. Therefore, the exerted forceVDWHDFKSRLQWRIWKHURFN¶VRXWHU
surface was neutralised by an equal and opposite force on the other side of the sample which kept the sample in 
a static equilibrium position during the experiment. To model this effect, solid boundary walls were placed 
around the sample, except for the one on the left hand-side where the fluid was injected. The fixed impenetrable 
walls prevented the movement of the sample and emulated the sample equilibrium maintained during the 
laboratory experiment. 
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                                        (a)                                                                                                  (b)   
  
Figure 9 Application of the fluid cell grid around a slice of the sample, (a) front view, and (b) side view  
 
The pressure differential applied during the laboratory experiment was gradually increased starting from 8MPa 
with a loading rate of 0.004MPa/sec until the failure of the sample in a time frame of about 8400sec. In order to 
replicate the laboratory pressure inside the simulated test, the plot of the fluid pressure versus time, was divided 
into two regions, covering the periods of time 0 to 2000sec, and 2000 to 8400sec, as shown in Fig. 8 (dashed). 
In the first region, the simulated fluid pressure was set to 8MPa, which is the average of the plot points in that 
section (Fig. 8 solid black). In the second region of the plot, the pressure was gradually increased from 8MPa 
until failure. 
 
 
Figure 10 Laboratory (black) and simulated (dashed) fluid pressure differential applied on the outer surface of 
the sample as a function of time. 
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The small timestep inherent in the PFC simulations in order to ensure stability (typically of the order of tens of 
microseconds) resulted in impractical computational run-times when attempting to model the complete 8400sec 
experiment. To alleviate this, the simulated time of the test had to be scaled down to a feasible value. The 
overall runtime of the shortened test was around 125sec, with the stable pressure region spanning for 25sec 
(=1/4 of total runtime) which corresponds to the 2000sec region of the physical laboratory experiment (=1/4 of 
the total 8362sec runtime). Due to the fact that the overall time of the test had to be scaled down the loading rate 
had to be scaled up in order for the physical and simulated tests to be equivalent, thus the pressure gradient was 
set to 0.12MPa/sec. Even though in reality the increase of the pressure gradient will have an effect on the overall 
strength of the rock, in the case of the PFC assembly the Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible fluid flow is 
pressure-free since there is no explicit mechanism for advancing the pressure in time. Furthermore the pressure 
gradient is not included in the formula thus does not affect the behaviour of the virtual assembly. Numerical 
tests had been carried out to confirm that this increase of loading rate has very little influence on the material 
behaviour of the sample.  
In order to maintain the equilibrium of the sample, the pressure increment was performed in distinct steps which 
allowed the sample to reach a steady state with the current pressure step before moving to the next pressure step. 
In order to estimate an appropriate duration for each pressure step, the model was simulated several times under 
different pressures within the range of 8 to 33MPa until it reached equilibrium in terms of the flow rate. Fig.11 
(a) illustrates the flow rate for constant pressure differentials of 13MPa and 30MPa. It can be observed that the 
water discharge is stable within approximately 10 seconds. Thus, 10 seconds was deemed to be a suitable time 
period for the sample to adjust to the applied pressure step and ensure that although there is an overall pressure 
built-up during the experiment, the sample retains its equilibrium satisfying the criteria for steady and uniform 
flow. Fig.11 (b) illustrates the applied fluid pressure for the simulated test, which remains stable for the first 25 
seconds and then the applied pressure is increased by 1.2MPa every 10 seconds. 
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                                                                                 (a) 
 
                                (b)   
Figure 11 (a) Simulated flow rate versus time for 13MPa (solid black) and 30MPa (dashed) constant pressure 
differential between the outer and inner perimeters of the limestone assembly, and (b) applied fluid pressure 
versus time during the simulation of the single phase flow through the limestone sample. The pressure is kept at 
8MPa for 25seconds before starting to rise in steps of 1.2MPa every 10 seconds. Sample failure occurs at 
32.5MPa.  
 
The simulated fluid was water with a density and viscosity of 1000kg/m3 and 10-3Pa.s, respectively. The 
described pressure gradient was applied to the outer side of the fluid cell grid (leftmost side as seen in Fig.12) 
whereas the pressure on the inner side of the grid (rightmost side as seen in Fig.12) was set to 0. Finally in order 
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to replicate the actual laboratory experiment in PFC the assumption that the fluid travels along the X axis had to 
be made. 
 
Figure 12 Fluid pressure boundary conditions for the PFC model under the assumption that the movement of 
the fluid is horizontal. The pressure on the outer perimeter of the model in constantly increased, whereas the 
pressure inside the cavity is zero. 
4.1  
4.1 Numerical solutions to the hollow cylinder test 
The aim of the hollow cylinder test was to replicate the laboratory loading conditions on a cylindrical limestone 
sample with a hollow core. The test provides an indication of the stress field of the PFC model and the overall 
behaviour of the assembly under high pressure differential. The equations are known as Lame¶V equations 
(University-of-Washington ; Perry and Aboudi 2003; Ayob 2009) and they are used to determine the stresses in 
thick wall cylindrical pressure vessels (Fig.13).  
 
Figure 13 Two dimensional schematic of a hollow cylinder and an element at radius r from the centre of the 
cylinder (University-of-Washington). 
These are given by the following equations: 
 
 ߪ௥ ൌ ܣ െ ܤݎଶ (2) 
 
 ߪఏ ൌ ܣ ൅ ܤݎଶ (3) 
Where ߪ௥ and ߪఏ are the radial and tangential stresses respectively, while ܣ and ܤ are constants given by: 
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 ܣ ൌ  ௜ܲݎ௜ ଶ െ ଴ܲݎ଴ଶݎ଴ଶ െ ݎ௜ ଶ  (4) 
 
 ܤ ൌ ሺ ௜ܲ െ ܲ଴ሻ௥೔మݎ଴ଶݎ଴ଶ െ ݎ௜ଶ  (5) 
 
Substituting Eq.(4), (5) into (2) and (3) we conclude 
 ߪఏ ൌ  ௜ܲݎ௜ଶ െ ଴ܲݎ଴ଶݎ଴ଶ െ ݎ௜ଶ ൅ ሺ ௜ܲ െ ଴ܲሻݎ௜ଶݎ଴ଶሺݎ଴ଶ െ ݎ௜ ଶሻݎଶ  (6) 
 
 ߪ௥ ൌ  ௜ܲݎ௜ଶ െ ଴ܲݎ଴ଶݎ଴ଶ െ ݎ௜ଶ െ ሺ ௜ܲ െ ଴ܲሻݎ௜ଶݎ଴ଶሺݎ଴ଶ െ ݎ௜ ଶሻݎଶ  (7) 
 
For the longitudinal stress acting on the cut of the cylinder, force equilibrium law is used where a pressure ௜ܲ  
acts on an area ߨݎ௜ଶ and a pressure ଴ܲ acts on an area ߨݎ௢ଶ, thus the overall stress acts on the area ߨሺݎ଴ଶ െ ݎ௜ ଶሻ 
and is given by: 
 ߪ௅ ൌ  ௜ܲݎ௜ଶ െ ଴ܲݎ଴ଶݎ଴ଶ െ ݎ௜ ଶ  (8) 
For the case of a closed ends cylinder with zero internal pressure ௜ܲ  and ݎ௜ internal radius, ଴ܲ external pressure  
and ݎ଴ external radius, the stresses at a given distance ݎ are given by: 
 
ߪఏ ൌ  ି௉బ௥బమ௥బమି௥೔మ ቂ ? ൅௥೔మ௥మ ቃ ,ߪ௥ ൌ  ି௉బ௥బమ௥బమି௥೔మ ቂ ? െ௥೔మ௥మ ቃ ,ߪ௅ ൌ  ି௉బ௥బమ௥బమି௥೔మ  (9) 
where ߪఏ ǡ ߪ௥ and ߪ௅ are the tangential, radial and longitudinal respectively. 
 
 
4.2 Numerical solutions for the hydraulic fracturing test 
The aim of the fluid flow test in three dimensions is to replicate the laboratory hydraulic fracturing test of the 
cylindrical limestone sDPSOH7KHWHVWJLYHVDJRRGLQGLFDWLRQRIWKHPDWHULDO¶VK\GUDXOLFFRQGXFWLYLW\DQGWKH
behaviour of the sample under high pressure. The flow rate, in m3/sec, for the liquid flow through the porous 
media is given by 
 ܳ ൌ ݍܣ (10) 
where ܣ is the cross sectional area perpendicular to the direction of flow, and ݍ is the velocity of the liquid 
JLYHQE\'DUF\¶V/DZ(Dullien 1979; Nield 2006): 
 ݍ ൌ  െ݇ߤ ሺ׏ܲ െ ߩ݃׏ݖሻ (11) 
where  ݇ is the absolute permeability of the sample, ߤ is the fluid¶V dynamic viscosity, P is the fluid pressure, ݃ 
is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration, ߩ is the density of the fluid, ݖ is the elevation in the direction 
of the flow (which in this case is set to zero as the fluid moves horizontally).  
As previously discussed in Uniaxial test, during the generation process the sample is packed with particles of 
uniform size and  the assembly is reaching equilibrium with the use of some stabilizing strategies (i.e. target 
isotropic stress) thus all body forces acting on the particles prior to fluid movement are being eliminated. In the 
fluid- scheme of PFC3D, driving forces from fluid flow are applied to particles as body forces, so the body force 
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of Eq.(4) is the only one acting. Furthermore, local non-viscous damping is provided by PFC3D meaning that 
body forces approach zero for steady motion 
 
In steady-state, the velocity ݍ in Eq.(11) becomes the interstitial velocity ݑ଴ of the fluid. This can be derived 
from the combination of the well-known Navier-Stokes and  (UTXQ¶VUHODWLRQs, Eq.(12) and Eq.(13) respectively  
for fluid flow through packed bed which for the case of a fixed homogeneous porous material  takes the form 
(Itasca-Consulting-Group 2008a) (University-of-Washington ; Jia 2009): 
 ߩ ߲ߝݑሬԦ߲ݐ ൅ ߩݑ଴ሬሬሬሬԦ  ? ߘሺߝݑሬԦሻ ൌ െ߳ߘ݌ ൅ ߤߘଶሺߝݑሬԦሻ ൅ ݂ఉሬሬԦ (12) 
 
 
 ?௣ܮ ൌ   ? ? ?ߤሺ ? െ ߝሻଶݑ଴ߝଷ݀௣തതതଶ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ?ሺ ? െ ߝሻߩݑ଴ଶߝଷ݀௣തതത  (13) 
Where,  ߤ is the viscosity of the fluid, Ԗ is the porosity, ஒሬԦ is the body force per unit volume, the interstitial fluid 
velocity is denoted as ݑ଴ ܮ is the height of the bed,  ?௣ is the pressure difference, ݀௣തതത is the mean particle 
diameter, and 150 and 1.75 are constants obtained by experimentation.  
As already mentioned in the Uniaxial test, during the typical generation process the sample is packed with 
particles of uniform size. At this stage the assembly is reaching equilibrium with the use of some stabilizing 
strategies (i.e. target isotropic stress) thus all body forces acting on the particles prior to fluid movement are 
being eliminated. In the fluid- scheme of PFC3D, driving forces from fluid flow are applied to particles as body 
forces, making the body force of Eq.(12) the only one acting. Furthermore, local non-viscous damping is 
provided by PFC3D meaning that body forces approach zero for steady motion. If we assume that the assembly 
of particles is similar to a packed bed, then when there is no flow through the packed bed the net gravitational 
force (including buoyancy) acts downward. When the flow starts moving upward, friction forces act upward and 
counterbalance the net gravitational force. For high enough fluid velocities, the friction force is large enough to 
lift the particles(University-of-Washington ; Itasca-Consulting-Group 2008a). 
Generally, two different formulations can be encountered for the fluid velocity in porous flow: one is the 
aforementioned interstitial velocity ݑ଴, and the other is the macroscopic or Darcy velocity ߝݑሬԦ. The interstitial 
velocity is the actual velocity of a fluid parcel flowing through the pore space. The macroscopic velocity is the 
volumetric flow rate per unit cross-sectional area. This is a non-physical quantity calculated on the basis that the 
flow occurs across the entire cross-sectional area, although in reality the flow only occurs in-between the pore 
space.  
In the case of steady uniform flow, the macroscopic velocity is assumed to be constant and thus the terms on the 
left-hand side of Eq. (12) become zero. On the right-hand side, the term െ߳ߘ݌ is the applied pressure gradient,  ߤߘଶሺߝ Ԧ߭ሻ denotes the momentum loss due to viscosity, and ݂ఉሬሬԦ corresponds to the drag force exerted by the 
particles on the fluid. The viscous term ߤߘଶሺߝ Ԧ߭ሻ can be assumed to be negligible in comparison to the other two 
terms. 
Combinig Eq.(11) and Eq.(12) the second order Eq.(13) gives a solution of 
 ݑ଴ ൌ  ටሺ ? െ ߝሻ ? ௣݀ଷߝଷ ?௣ߩ ? ? ?൅ ሺߝ െ  ?ሻସߤଶ ? ? ?ଶ െ  ? ? ?ߤሺߝ െ  ?ሻଶ ? ௣݀തതതሺ ? െ ߝሻߩ ?Ǥ ? ?  (14) 
Eq.(15) was used during the simulations in order to provide the volumetric flow rate results of the discharging 
liquid through the virtual assembly. 
 ݍ௩௢௟ ൌ ݑ଴ ൈ ܣ (15) 
Where ܣ is the simulated cross sectional area of the slice perpendicular to the direction of flow. 
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As already discussed, the macroscopic properties of a real rock cannot be directly described in a DEM model 
GXH WR WKHIDFW WKDW WKHSDUWLFOHVVL]HGLVWULEXWLRQRI WKHYLUWXDOPRGHOGRHVQRWKDYH WRFRS\ WKHDFWXDO URFN¶V
grain size distribution. This results to a mismatch between the hydraulics of the real rock and the virtual model 
in terms of pressure drop and fluid relative velocity.  Furthermore, it is actually advantageous to decouple the 
microproperties of the DEM specimen from those of the actual rock. This is because attempts to match the 
porosity of the actual rock would lead to a broader particle size distribution, which in turn lowers the timestep 
resulting to impractical simulation time. For these reason it was considered best to use calibration factors that 
will alter the fluid flow parameters of the virtual model.  
$FFRUGLQJWR(UJXQ¶VUHODWLRQ in Eq.(13)  
 
 ?௣ܮ ൌ  ܥଵߤݑ଴ ൅ ܥଶߩݑ଴ଶ (16) 
where 
 
ܥଵ ൌ  ? ? ?ሺ ? െ ߝሻଶߝଷ݀௣തതതଶ  ܥଶ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?ሺ ? െ ߝሻߝଷ݀௣തതത  (17) 
In order to match the pressure drop of the DEM specimen with that of an actual rock the terms of Eq.(14) on the 
right hand side should be scaled. The following process results to the scaling factors of viscosity and density 
used in the virtual model. 
Combining ܥଵ from Eq.(16) with the Kozeny-Carman equation regarding the permeability a real rock given by 
 ݇ ൌ  ? ? ? ? ߝଷ݀ଶሺ ? െ ߝሻଶ (17) 
It is concluded that ܥଵ corresponds to the inverse of permeability for the DEM specimen and it is given as 
follows 
 
ܥଵ ൌ  ? ? ?ሺ ? െ ߝሻଶߝଷ݀௣തതതଶ ൌ   ? ? ? ? ? ? ?݇ (18) 
,W LV FOHDU WKDW WKH SHUPHDELOLW\ GHSHQGV RQ WKH VSHFLPHQ¶V PLFURSDUDPHWHUV WKXV D FDOLEUDWLRQ IDFWRU ܽఓ was 
PXOWLSOLHGZLWKWKHDERYHHTXDWLRQLQRUGHUWRPDWFKWKHVSHFLPHQ¶VSDUDPHWHUVZLWKWKHDFWXDO¶VURFNZLWKWKH
use of the following relation 
 
ሾܥଵሿ௉ி஼ ൈ ܽఓ ൌ ൤ ? ? ? ? ? ? ?݇൨ோ (19) 
Where the terms ܲܨܥ and ܴ mean that the equations inside the brackets refer to the PFC model and the real rock 
respectively. According to literature the permeability for a limestone rock lies within the range of 2×10-11- 
4.5×10-10cm2 (Nield 2006). Choosing a mean value for permeability the calibration factor is calculated as 
follows and it refers to the viscosity term of Eq.(15) 
 
ܽఓ ൌ  ൥ ߝଷ݀௣തതതଶ ? ? ?ሺ ? െ ߝሻଶ൩௉ி஼  ? ? ? ? ? ? ?݇ (20) 
The same process was followed regarding the calibration factor ܽఘ referring to the density parameter of Eq.(15) 
with the use of the following relation 
 ሾܥଶሿ௉ி஼ ൈ ܽఘ ൌ ൤ ?Ǥ ? ?ሺ ? െ ߝሻߝଷ݀ ൨ோ (21) 
Using Kozeny-Carman Eq.(17) to calculate the diameter ݀ of the real rock and install it into Eq.(21), the 
calibration factor for density is given by 
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 ܽఘ ൌ  ቂߝଷ݀௣തതതଶቃ௉ி஼ቂߝଷ ଶൗ  ? ? ? ?݇ቃோ (22) 
In terms of coding these factors are used by multiplying the viscosity times ܽఓ and the density time ܽఘ. 
 
 
 
5 Results and discussion 
Fig.14 illustrates the results of the stress distribution in the centre of the slice under the applied fluid pressure 
GLIIHUHQWLDO ZKHUHDV )LJ GHPRQVWUDWHV WKH VWUHVV GLVWULEXWLRQ EDVHG RQ WKH DQDO\WLFDO VROXWLRQ /DPH¶V
equations). Both the tangential and radial stresses change linearly with the applied fluid pressure bringing the 
analytical and numerical results in good qualitative agreement. This also validates the fact that the bonded-
assembly (DEM) approach, followed by the PFC software, is specifically designed to reproduce stresses-strains 
LQPLFURVFRSLFPHGLDDQG WKDW/DPH¶V WKHRU\FDQEHDGHTXDWHO\DSSOLHG4Xantitatively, the difference in the 
PDJQLWXGHRIVWUHVVHVFDQEHDWWULEXWHGWRWKHIDFWWKDW/DPH¶VHTXDWLRQVDVVXPHDFRQWLQXRXVPHGLXPZKHUHDV
the virtual model is non-continuous.   
 
 
Figure 14 Simulated stress field at the middle of the slice (radial (ıxx) dashed grey, longitudinal (ıyy) dashed 
black, tangential (ızz) solid black) versus fluid pressure differential. 
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Figure 15 Stress field versus fluid pressure differential at the middle of the slice DFFRUGLQJWR/DPH¶VHTXDWLRQV
(radial (ıxx) solid black, longitudinal (ıyy) dashed grey, tangential (ızz) dashed black) versus under fluid pressure 
differential. 
 
A micro-crack in the PFC3D sample is the subsequent bond breakage between two bonded particles. Thus the 
number and position of possible micro-cracks are limited by the number and position of the parallel bonds in the 
virtual sample. The shape of each micro-crack is cylindrical whose axis is located alongside the line connecting 
the two neighbourhood particles. The parameters that define each micro-crack are its thickness (tc), radius (Rc) 
and centroid location. The thickness is the distance between the two neighbourhood particles, the radius is the 
LQWHUVHFWLRQ EHWZHHQ WKH F\OLQGHU¶V ELsection plane and a stretched membrane among two neighbourhood 
particles and the centroid is the centre of the bond and is located in the middle of the line formed by the centres 
of the two neighbourhood particles (Fig. 16). Figures 17 and 18 demonstrate the fracturing process of the virtual 
assembly at different stages under the gradual increase of the fluid pressure differential resulting to its total 
collapse, and the development of the micro-cracks versus the applied fluid pressure. 
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Figure 16 Schematic of the geometry and location of each micro-crack (Itasca-Consulting-Group 2008b) 
 
 
A micro-crack can occur either in the perpendicular (normal) or shear direction with respect to the bond plane. It 
was found that there were 5000 micro-cracks formed inside the rectangular slice with 3512 of them in the 
normal direction and 1493 in the shear direction.  
 
                   24.8MPa                                     26MPa                                    27.2MPa 
 
 
                     28.4MPa                          29.6MPa                                  30.8MPa                                  32.3MPa 
 
Figure 17 Initiation and propagation of micro-cracks of the virtual assembly at different stages. 
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Figure 18 Total number of micro-cracks versus the applied fluid pressure differential. 
 
It can be observed that even though failure forms early at the outside perimeter of the sample, it propagates in a 
lower rate compared to the crack propagation of the inner surface. The latter begins from the vicinity of the 
inner surface at roughly 26MPa and expands outwards as a result of the stress distribution, leading to sample 
failure at 32.3MPa where the particles are thrown inside the cavity. This is in very good agreement with the 
IDLOXUH SRLQW RI DERXW 03D PHDVXUHG GXULQJ WKH ODERUDWRU\ H[SHULPHQW DQG FORVH WR WKH PDWHULDO¶V 8&6
strength measured by the Uniaxial test. The fracturing pattern is dominated by shear and compressive stresses 
forming a total of 5000 micro-cracks at the failure point.  
The failure mode also FRPHV LQ DJUHHPHQW ZLWK /DPH¶V WKHRU\ LQGLFDWLQJ WKDW DOO the principal stresses are 
compressive and even though the highest radial compressive stress occurs at the outer surface, which is the same 
as the applied fluid pressure, the maximum compressive stresses are tangential, and act in the vicinity of the 
inner diameter (Eq.(8)). Thus, relatively, compressive stresses are high towards the inner surface. The 
longitudinal stress remains constant acting in the axial direction and the shear stress is maximum at the inner 
surface. 
Figure19 demonstrates the resulting flow rates of water, from all calculations methods, through the slice during 
the simulated test. According to the graph, as soon as the fluid starts to penetrate the sample a small flow rate is 
recorded which remains stable during the steady pressure regime (0-25sec). As the pressure gradient is varied 
(25-125sec), the simulated flow rate increases gradually reaching 0.035m3/s after 125sec. It can be observed that 
for the steady pressure regime both the simulated flow rate and the analytical flow rates (Darcy and Steady state 
solution) are in very good agreement. 
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Figure 19  Simulated flow rate of water through the slice versus time. 
 
Table 4 summarizes the results from the fluid flow fracturing test during the steady pressure regime on the 
rectangular limestone slice.  
 
Table 4 Summary of the hydraulic fracturing simulation 
Fluid flow results for the first 25sec 
Number of cracks 5000 (3512 normal, 1493 shear) 
Permeability (m2) 6.68×10-9 
Darcy flow rate (m3/s) 0.096×10-2 
Steady-state flow rate (m3/s) 0.0115×10-2 
Simulated flow rate (m3/s) 0.091×10-2 
 
 
6 Conclusions 
This paper presents the computational modelling of the hydraulic fracturing test for a limestone sample, and 
includes a series of Uniaxial and Brazilian tests with the use of the DEM approach. The purpose of this work 
was to calibrate the microscopic material parameters and to use the laboratory test results to validate the 
developed DEM model. It is followed by the simulation of the hollow cylinder fracturing test with model 
configurations identical or close to the conditions of the laboratory test. The mechanical response of the rock 
specimen to the fluid injection was analysed by evaluating the volumetric flow rate at which the fluid was 
discharged, the initiation and propagation of cracks through the simulated model and the relation between its 
UCS strength and the failure pressure.  
In PFC a generalised form of Navier-Stokes equation that account for fluid-solid interaction is solved using a 
grid fluid flow scheme. We have adopted these formulations herein by firstly, incorporating this technique into 
the DEM simulation of a bonded particle assembly representing an intact material. Secondly, an extension of its 
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applicability is demonstrated via the modelling of hollow-cylinder laboratory test. Applications of this sort, 
where direct numerical and experimental comparisons were carried out, are still lacking. 
Both the simulated model and the physical limestone proved to behave in a similar manner. The fluid flow 
results were found to be in very good agreement with the laboratory observations in terms of the fracture pattern 
and the geo-mechanical behaviour, showing that the sample fails under 32.3MPa, very close to the failure point 
measured during the laboratory test and close to the UCS strength of the sample. 
A series of similar tests on samples of different strengths were also performed, which is not presented for the 
sake of brevity. All the tests showed a similar behaviour. The maximum fluid pressure load for samples of high 
strength was almost identical to their UCS strength, while failure followed the same general pattern. The 
combination of all the results for samples of low and high strength, aims to provide a valuable outcome for EOR 
applications since it can contribute a further insight towards estimations of safe injection pressures in cases of 
reservoirs with known strength. The investigation of the fracturing process can also be useful not only to prevent 
failures that may lead to leakages but to control fractures towards safer reservoir productivity. 
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